
SUMMARY OF THE TECHNICAL CONVENERS MEETING OF 21 November 2018 
 
 

Present: Paul, Marcel, Ivan, Felix, Wataru, Roman, Toshiaki, Karsten, Claude. 
 
NEWS FROM SUBDETECTORS: 
- FTD: new dummy petals have been integrated in the mockup for thermomechanical measurements. 

The group is also investigating the potential of high precision tracking layers in the tracking. 
- TPC: a beamtest is ongoing at DESY with a new endplate equipped with 4 new micromegas modules. 

The micromegas have a new design with encapsulated anodes which should reduce distorsions on the 
edges. First beam results are promising. The TPC is also further studying its mechanical behavior. A 
LC-TPC meeting is scheduled at DESY on 9-11 January. 

- CALO: The AHCAL has made a successful combined test with CMS at CERN. The detector is now back 
at DESY, where prototypes of full size ILD slabs have been built. The Si-ECAL and SDHCAL had also a 
combined beamtest at CERN, including a few new RPC planes, and Si-ECAL thin Chip on Board slabs 
have been tested with a source. The Sc-ECAL is currently taking beamtest data on a low energy e-
beam in Japan. There was an ECFA review of CALICE whose first outcomes are positive.   

 
INTEGRATION: 
- Internal cabling layout: Roman will distribute soon the updated Si-ECAL interface document with a 

new powering scheme defined with Henri Videau and engineers. Once other subdetectors have 
provided their information it is proposed to have a dedicated integration task force meeting early 
2019 to review the overall cabling scheme and come to a coherent layout for the IDR. 

- Cavern utilities: Subdetectors have to provide feedback to Yasuhiro Sugimoto about the updated excel 
file he distributed to collect requests for location of subdetector services. This is one point to be 
discussed at the KEK infrastructure and integration workshop next week. 

- KEK infrastructure and integration workshop: the focus of the workshop will be on revisiting the 
detector assembly scheme along questions of the Scientific Council of Japan. 

- Background simulation: The software group believes they have now a reliable working solution for 
the tracking of low-E particles in the beampipe. The situation should be clarified with Daniel Jeans, 
and studies of detector occupancies (related to DAQ questions) and of the anti-DID effect should be 
restarted to provide results for the IDR.  
  

ILD DESIGN REPORT (IDR):  
- Vertex-CMOS and TPC have provided a comprehensive overview, including figures, of their progress 

since DBD and of plans towards an ILD TDR. 
- Other subdetectors are asked to provide a few slides with similar information indicating what they 

would like to be documented in the IDR including figures (see Claude’s talk in Arlington).  
- Based on this information, editing of the technical content of the IDR on the overleaf platform will 

start early next year, with the goal to have a draft version for the ILD meeting scheduled end of 
February in Japan. 
 

NEXT VIDYO MEETING: 13 to 19 December, 10:00 Paris time, doodle to be distributed. 
 



SUMMARY OF SHORT TERM ACTIONS (until next meeting): 
- Answers to Yasuhiro’s updated excel file for cavern utilities (all)  
- Distribute ECAL cabling info to other subdetectors (Roman) 
- Restart beam BG simulations with fixed software (Daniel + …).  
- Answers to DAQ questions from Claude 
- Provide inputs/updates for the final IDR technical content (all except Vertex-CMOS and TPC). 
 
 
 


